BIOGRAPHY
A former leader in the international humanitarian sector, Jennifer spent most of the
90s and early 2000s leading geographically dispersed teams, across countries and
regions that took five days to traverse. These experiences shaped her passion and
insights around what is possible in the remote, hybrid, and virtual space.

GET IN TOUCH WITH

JENNIFER BRITTON
EMAIL
jennifer@potentialsrealized.com

An expert in group and team coaching, performance improvement and an awardwinning program designer, Jennifer founded her company, Potentials Realized, in
2004 to support groups, teams, and organizations in the areas of leadership,
teamwork, and performance.
A trusted ally to thousands of coaches, business owners, teams, and organization,
Jennifer has dedicated her professional work over the last few decades to
enhancing conversations, and supporting results for business, teams, and
organizations in the virtual, remote, and hybrid space. This work led to Jennifer’s
sixth book Reconnecting Workspaces: Pathways to Thrive in the Virtual, Remote,
and Hybrid world. This book will be followed by the 90 Day Guide to Virtual,
Remote, and Hybrid Work.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

PHONE
416.996.8326

WEBSITE
• ReconnectingWorkspaces.com
• PotentialsRealized.com
• GroupCoachingEssentials.ca

LINKEDIN

As a master coach, Jennifer helps leaders experience the impact that powerful
questions and conversations have on performance and teamwork. As a result, she
often begins speaking engagements, podcast appearances, and training sessions
with impactful questions. Below are some examples of questions that have led to
transformative sessions:
As a master coach, Jennifer helps leaders experience the impact that powerful
questions and conversations have on performance and teamwork. As a result, she
often begins speaking engagements, podcast appearances, and training sessions
with impactful questions. Below are some examples of questions that have led to
transformative sessions:
•

What are the key skills needed by professionals today? Hybrid leaders? Remote
team members?
What are the challenges professionals find when transitioning to remote or
hybrid work?
Why is coaching so important in today’s workspace?
What helps people thrive in today’s workspace?
What can remote, and hybrid work look like?
What do teams need in order to excel?
What are the core things people need to be successful with this work?
How do you build connections across a remote team?
What do you do to keep motivated as a remote or hybrid team member?
What is important about the skill of influence in today’s workspace?
How does a strong culture get built in today’s workspace?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jenniferjbritton/

•

INSTAGRAM
@ReconnectingWorkspaces

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/effectivegroupcoaching

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAMPLE TOPICS
•
•

Hybrid or remote teamwork and leadership
Building a strong coaching culture
✓ Six Factors of High Performing Teams
✓ Coaching Groups and Teams

